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Permissions Involved:
\canviewforeignresvexistence:  This grants two privileges:
	Can view the lists of reservations and times for all users, regardless of integer security level (but can’t drill down into reservation details for reservations not belonging to the individual).
Can view the last names on the various scheduling views (but can’t view the reservation comments/details).
	\canviewforeignresvdetails:  Can view the details (comments, etc.) for reservations not belonging to the individual.  This privilege applies regardless of the security level of the owner of the other reservation.
	\canmodifyforeignresvlesspriv:  Can modify reservations owned by individuals less privileged (i.e. a larger integer security field).
	\canmodifyforeignresvpeerpriv:  Can modify reservations owned by “peers” (i.e. an equal integer security field).
	\canmodifyforeignresvmorepriv:  Can modify reservations owned by individuals more privileged (i.e. a smaller integer security field).

Privilege Nobody Has
Nobody can view the private fields (i.e. doctor’s appointment details, etc.) for a reservation belonging to another user.  (Doing this would require using an SQL client and 


Pages Involved:
resvlist.php:  List of reservations for a user.
	resvview.php:  View of a reservation, attractively formatted, perhaps for printing.
	resvedit.php:  Edit a reservation.
	resvadd.php:  Make a reservation.  All three types (banner, active, standby) are handled on the same form.


Get/Post Variables Generally Used
resvidx:  Integer index of reservation to act on.


Order of Listed Reservations
Note that a person can be related to a reservation in two ways:
	The person is the owner of the reservation.

The person is the flight instructor on the reservation.
There seems to be no reason to separate the two roles when presenting reservations.  The format can be something like:

N6258K, Joe Student (starting 2 weeks, 3 days, 4 hours from now, as flight instructor).
N52341, Joe Student (starting 2 weeks, 4 days, 4 hours from now, as reservation owner).


Relationship to Current Time
The reservations should be sorted by past or future.  The key should be the latest end time of either the flight instructor or the resource.

Not sure how to sort economically by effectively the minimum.

The reservations in the future should be listed first, then past reservations.

A reservation should be “current or future” when the latest end time has not been reached, and in the “past” otherwise.  This means that a student or flight instructor will see first the reservation currently “up” (for example, a flight instructor 5 minutes into an instructional appointment who decides to lengthen or shorten it).

A post to the MySQL list confirmed a method for forming min of two fields on the fly, but looks complex and hard to apply with the other complexities of reservations.  Plan to run the query and do the final processing/merge using PHP.

One goal should be to get the HTML emitting as soon as possible.  With tables, IE won’t display until the table is done.  However, with unordered lists, I suspect it will begin displaying early.  The early emission may conceal any sluggishness.

Plan below is to get the necessary lists, all mutually exclusive, then to merge them.


Pseudo-Code for List of Current/Future Reservations
The categories of reservations to get and merge are:
	Current/Future Reservations (past reservations are same, but sort order is DESC and time < NOW).
	As flight instructor, with student and aircraft.  (Case I)
	Flight instructor on the reservation is the logged-in individual.

Reservation owner is not the logged-in individual.
Aircraft is included in the reservation.
Sort key is max(acftendtime, fiendtime), ASC.
This time must be >= NOW.
	As flight instructor, with student only.  (Case II)
	Flight instructor on the reservation is the logged-in individual.
Reservation owner is not the logged-in individual.
Aircraft is not included in the reservation.
Sort key is finstendtime.
The time must be >= NOW.
	As flight instructor, with aircraft only.  (Case III)
	Flight instructor on the reservation is the logged-in individual.
Reservation owner is the logged-in individual.
Aircraft is included in the reservation.
Sort key is max(acftendtime, fiendtime), ASC.
This time must be >= NOW.
	As student, with flight instructor, but no aircraft.   (Case IV)
	Flight instructor on the reservation is non-zero, and not the logged-in individual.
Reservation owner is the logged-in individual.
Aircraft is not included in the reservation.
Sort key is finstendtime, ASC.
The time must be >= NOW.
	As student, with flight instructor and aircraft.  (Case V)
	Flight instructor on the reservation is non-zero, and not the logged-in individual.
Reservation owner is the logged-in individual.
Aircraft is included in the reservation.
Sort key is max(acftendtime, fiendtime), ASC.
The time must be >= NOW.
	As time block/personal appointment.  (Case VI)
	Flight instructor on the reservation is the logged-in individual.
Reservation owner is the logged-in individual.
No aircraft is included in the reservation.
Sort key is finstendtime, ASC.
The time must be >= NOW.
	As aircraft renter.  (Case VII)
	Flight instructor not included on the reservation.
Aircraft is included on the reservation.
Reservation owner is the logged-in individual.
Sort key is acftendtime, ASC.
The time must be >= NOW.


Need to construct Karnaugh map to see what is missing.  Let:
	A = Flight instructor of reservation is logged-in individual.
	B = Reservation owner is logged-in individual.
	C = Flight instructor included in reservation.
	D = Aircraft included in reservation.

Note that A implies C.




AB/CD
00
01
11
10
00
Impossible.  Any reservation must include either a flight instructor or an aircraft.
Corresponds to one user looking at the reservation of another … not covered directly here.
Corresponds to one user looking at the reservation of another … not covered directly here.
Corresponds to one user looking at the reservation of another … not covered directly here.
01
Impossible.  Any reservation must include either a flight instructor or an aircraft.

Case VII

Case V

Case IV

11
Impossible.  If flight instructor is logged-in individual, reservation must include flight instructor.
Impossible.  If flight instructor is logged-in individual, reservation must include flight instructor.

Case III

Case VI
10
Impossible.  If flight instructor is logged-in individual, reservation must include flight instructor.
Impossible.  If flight instructor is logged-in individual, reservation must include flight instructor.

Case I

Case II


The queries can be simplified by adding a reservation lower bound and upper bound, so that there is no need for the query to sort that out.  The lower bound would be the minimum between the aircraft start time and flight instructor sort time, and the upper bound similar.

Good field names would be:
	resvtimestart
	resvtimeend

The burden of maintining these would be on the software component creating or modifying the reservation, so that the burden is not on the queryer.


Format of Displayed Reservations
Principles:
	The presentation should be as terse as possible, i.e. “d” rather than “days”, etc.

When the start and end times are on the same day, the date should be specified only once.  However, when the start and end times are on different days, the date should be specified once.
Time intervals should scale, i.e. don’t use hours for a time period that is very long, etc.  2 units are probably enough, i.e. “5d 6h”, not “5d 6h 32m”.


Formats for solo appointments with aircraft:
N6258K, 05/20/06 (Th) 2p-3:30p, Comment: xxx …
N52341, 05/20/06 (Th) 2p-05/22/06 (Sa) 9:30a, Comment:  …

Formats for dual appointments with aircraft: 
N6258K + Theresa Whiting, a/c 05/20/06 (Th) 2p-3:30p, inst 5/20/06 (Th) 2:30p-4p, Comment:  xxx
N6258K + Theresa Whiting, a/c + inst 05/20/06 (Th) 2p-3:30p, Comment:  xxx

Formats for solo appointments with instructor:
Theresa Whiting, 05/20/06 (Th) 2p-3:30p, Comment:  xxx
Theresa Whiting, 05/20/06 (Th) 2p-3:30p.

Formats for instructors who have appointment with student are same as above except substitute stud. for inst.



